WEEK 3

AWESOMELY
ACTIVE SUMMER
FUN PACK

Recreation and Parks Department

AWESOMELY ACTIVE
SUMMER FUN PACK
Day 1

Chalk Art
Hopscotch

Day 2

Football Goal Post
Soccer Juggling
Horse

Day 3

Make a Bowling Set
Bowling

Day 4

Yoga Assistant Craft
Yoga
Take photos and share it
with #SummerFunPack

Day 5

Fill the Bucket Relay
Keep the Balloon up
Challenge

Snack!

Sports Ball Fruit Cup
Check out the Municipality of Shelburne
Youtube on Tuesdays for a Fun Pack Video
Ensure you are being Sun Safe while
outside!

AWESOMELY ACTIVE
SUMMER FUN PACK
Day 1

Chalk Art
Hopscotch

Day 2

Football Goal Post
Soccer Dribbling
Basketball

Day 3

Make a Bowling Set
Bowling

Day 4

Yoga Assistant Craft
Yoga
Take photos and share it
with #SummerFunPack

Day 5

Fill the Bucket Relay
Keep the Balloon up
Challenge

Snack!

Sports Ball Fruit Cup
Check out the Municipality of Shelburne
Youtube on Tuesdays for a Fun Pack Video
Ensure you are being Sun Safe while
outside!

AWESOMELY ACTIVE
DAY 1
Chalk Art

Hopscotch

Supplies

Supplies

Instructions

Instructions

Chalk

Take your Chalk outside to your
driveway or the sidewalk, always
watching for traffic
Now go wild and make whatever
designs you’d like, they can be
crazy or artistic masterpieces
Make sure to leave enough room
to draw a hopscotch board
You will need to draw squares next
to each and number them 1-10
Squares 1 and 2 will go first, but 3
and 4 will be next to each with 5
above and 6 and 7 next to each
other as well

Hopscotch grid
Rock
For each single square you need to
hop on one foot and the double
squares you need one foot in each
Now try hopping all the way to the
end for practice
Take a rock and throw it on a
square
Hop scotch avoiding the square
with the rock, if thats too easy try
to pick the rock up and keep going

AWESOMELY ACTIVE
DAY 2
Supplies

Horse

Basketball
Hoop

Instructions

Take your basketball outside and
go to a hoop or set up a bucket
with your friends or family
Now take aim with your ball try to
get it in, if it misses then it’s the
next person's turn
If it goes in then everyone has to
shoot from where you stood, but if
they miss an “H” is added to them
Keep shooting and taking turns
adding on letters that spell
“HORSE”, the winner is the person
with the least amount of letters

Juggling

Supplies

Soccerball

Instructions

Hold it in your hands in front of
you above your dominate side
Keep your knees slightly bent and
be sure to be on your toes
Drop the ball, letting it bounce
once if need be
Let the ball bounce from your
foot back up and catch it
Continue this until you are able to
bounce the ball on your foot
multiple times
Once you feel comfortable
bounce ball on both feet
Remember to stay on your toes
as this makes it easier!

GO TO
MUNICIPALITY OF SHELBURNE'S
YOUTUBE PAGE TO WATCH A
VIDEO OF TODAY'S ACTIVITIES
AND INSTRUCTIONS

AWESOMELY ACTIVE
DAY 2
Supplies

Horse

Basketball

Instructions

Take your basketball outside
Now using one or both hands
bounce the ball
Try to bounce the ball while
walking, this is called dribbling
See if you can bounce the ball
while running
Try bouncing it with one hand
Try bouncing it from one hand to
the next
You are a basketball dribbling
master!

Juggling

Supplies

Soccer ball

Instructions

Put the ball at your feet
Remember not to use your hands
kick the ball forward using 'baby
touches', the smallest touches
on the ball you can
Keep using your baby touches to
move forward with the ball
Once you get the hang of this try
to only use one foot
Try only using your other foot
You are a soccer master

GO TO
MUNICIPALITY OF SHELBURNE'S
YOUTUBE PAGE TO WATCH A
VIDEO OF TODAY'S ACTIVITIES
AND INSTRUCTIONS

AWESOMELY ACTIVE
DAY 2
Football Pencil
Goal Post Game

Instructions

Pencil
String

Supplies

Straws (or Pipe Cleaner)
Bead
Tape

Cut off the ends of each straw so that they are even, now cut a slit in one of the
straws on the long end and slide the other straw into it.
Tape the middle of the straws to the eraser end of the pencil and fold up the
smaller ends to make “U” shape.
Tie the football bead to one end of the string and tape the other end of the sting to
the bottom of the pencil.
Now hold your pencil up and try to score

GO TO
MUNICIPALITY OF SHELBURNE'S
YOUTUBE PAGE TO WATCH A
VIDEO OF TODAY'S ACTIVITIES
AND INSTRUCTIONS

AWESOMELY ACTIVE
DAY 3
Make a
Bowling Set

Supplies

6 Bottles
Paint
Paintbrush

Instructions

Take your water bottles and
tape your paper to them
You can decorate your bottles
with any designs you’d like, to
make them stand out
These will be your pins for
bowling

Bowling

Supplies

Bottle Pins
Ball

Instructions

Go outside to a flat area with lots
of room
Set up your new pins into a
pyramid, with one at the top and
two behind next to each other,
remember to have them close but
not too close
Now step back 5-10 steps and
grab your ball
Take aim at the pins and roll the
ball at them to knock them over,
but don’t roll it too hard and hit
somethingIf you want more of a
challenge pour water into the
bottles to make them harder to
knock over

AWESOMELY ACTIVE
THURSDAY IN PERSON
ACTIVITY!
In Person Activity

Thursday
July
9
While respecting guidelines and restrictions put in place due to COVID-19 we are

planning to do a physically distanced Zumba class. Due to COVID-19 we ask that all
participants respect the guidelines issued ensuring they remain physically distanced,
conduct good personal hygiene and hand-washing, and avoid large social gatherings.
This class will be led by a professional Zumba intructor.
We ask that parents remain with their youth during this
activity and ensure they are staying 2 metres away from
other families during the event.

Where

To be determined

What

When

10:30 am 11:30 am

2 Metres Apart

We will be hosting an in person Zumba class! Come join us to take part in our
outdoor class.
We understand getting active while being with others can be difficult during times
of physical distancing. This activity will be a high energy Zumba class aiming to get
you active and have fun, all while being safe.
We ask that you ensure you wear clothing that is comfortable to move, jump and
dance in. We also ask that you wear closed toed shoes.
Please bring your own sunscreen and bug spray.

AWESOMELY ACTIVE
DAY 4
Yoga
Assistant

Yoga

Supplies

Supplies

Instructions

Instructions

Pipecleaners
Grab your pipe cleaners and set
them out
Take one and at one end make a
small circle, leaving some pipe
cleaner free, twist the circle to
make sure it does not come loose,
this is your head and arm, bend the
end to make feet
Take two more and cut one in half,
make a circle in the middle of one
to make a head and two arms,
wrap the other half through the
head to make a body, twist the
other end of the body around the
middle of the second pipe cleaner,
bend it to make legs, you can cut
the ends off to make the legs
shorter if you’d like
Try out other combinations to
make more yoga assistants to
pose and help you with yoga

Yoga Mat (Optional)
Comfortable Clothing
On the next page there is a yoga
flow instruction diagram
Follow movements
Ensure if you feel pain or
discomfort to stop the activity
and attempt to retry
It is okay to not be able to sollow
poses exactly first try, you can
continue to do these daily and
you'll get there!

Yoga
Routine
Before you begin the poses you need to focus on your breathing.

Sit or stand, breathing in and out, slowing your breath and calming your mind, do this
for about 20 breaths.
Once you have found a calm begin the poses, holding each pose for about 5
seconds, or 5 breaths.
Repeat steps 1 - 14 once before doing steps 15 - 17 to end the rountine.

Yoga diagram was found on Yoga Rove resource page from yogarove.ca

AWESOMELY ACTIVE
DAY 5

Fill the Bucket
Relay

Supplies

Sponge
2 Bowls
Water

Instructions

With friends or family grab a large
bowl, bucket and sponge and take
them outside, make sure that you
are wearing clothes that can get
wet
Fill the one bowl with water and
put the sponge in it
Set the bowl 10-20 steps away
from the bucket
Now with your group, take turns
running the sponge to the bowl to
fill it with water, see how fast you
can fill it, or if you have two of
everything you can make it a
competition between two teams

Keep a Balloon
Up

Supplies
Balloon

Instructions

Blow up one balloon with air, be
careful not to put too much air or
it may pop
Now on your own or with others,
throw the balloon into the air and
bat it up with your hands
Take turns hitting it or wait for
when it comes to you, as an added
bonus say that you’re only allowed
to use one body part like your foot
or head
See how long you can keep it in
the air without letting it hit the
floor

